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Is the boss's granddaughter too hot to handle, even for the yakuza?

Please note: reads right to left (Japanese Style) 

 

Sachie Wakamura just lost her mother, and her estranged grandfather has shown up to take care of her. The
only problem is that grandpa is the head of a yakuza gang! Too scared to join her new family, Sachie tries to
continue living her normal life. She can't run far though, since one of the most popular guys in school is part
of her grandfather's gang and her new protector. No one at school knows about Rakuto's hidden life, and
soon Sachie finds herself falling for her bodyguard. But she's the granddaughter of Rakuto's boss, and he can
never show his feelings for her. Can Sachie find a way to fit into her new family and grab her chance at love?

 

Someone's been stealing underwear around the neighborhood! When Sachie's undergarments go missing,
Rakuto and Azuma go hunting for the perpetrator. Thieves are one thing, but can Rakuto save Sachie
from...a kidnapping?!
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From Reader Review Wild Ones, Vol. 3 for online ebook

Danielle says

Pure ridiculousness in this volume. An underwear thief? What? Entertaining, but probably my least favorite
so far in this series.

Miss Ryoko says

So this volume was a mix of Ranma 1/2 and Fruits Basket... what was up with the random and stupid
underwear thief storyline?

What I find interesting about this series is that Sachie lives with Yakuza, yet all the guys are essentially good
guys. They hardly do anything that's breaking the law (if they do, we never hear about it), they're super nice,
the only thing that makes them Yakuza is they look like thugs. And that's about it. They're essentially the
sweet and happy chapter of the Yakuza... where the old guy took them all in because they didn't have a home
and so he made them a big family... now, I don't know much about the Yakuza... but I somehow doubt that's
how it is. But who knows, maybe they do have a goodie goodie chapter. *shrugs*

And the Fruits Basket similarities continue as we're introduced to Koh, a little smart-aleck kid who is
basically the equivalent of Hiro. *sigh*

These things all disappoint me, but it's not like it's causing me to dislike the series. I just wish this series
could stand out on it's own as it's own story, and a not a copy of another with a slight tweak.

Reader17 Der says

Still enjoying this series. The Yakuza guys make me laugh. Yes most of the chapters in this where silly this
time the first being a underwear theft but It made me laugh with how all the guys where acting. Then the
next chapters had them going away to a restor where Sachie gets kidnapped and Rakuto has to try to save
her. In the last chapter there are guest staying at their home and one of them is boy that acts like a brat but no
one ever scolds him.

I love the interaction between Sachie and Rakuto you can almost feel their emotions while reading. If they
are anxious, concerned, upset or happy. They are cute together.

Amy M. says

I like this series, which makes me sad to say this volume didn't live up to my expectations. Most of the book
could be called filler at best, but the middle chapter was cute. I'm not sure what I think of the last chapter.
Annoying kids are one of my serious pet peeves!



I will buy the next volume when it comes out though. Sachie and Rakuto are such a sweet couple!

Amanda [Novel Addiction] says

Alright, let's talk about this whole underwear thief story. Just.. what? The synopsis on the back of the book
plays that whole storyline up... but it's all solved in a matter of a few pages.

Just like the rest of them...

Sara Bennett says

Sachie is back in this third volume of Wild Ones. This time her life in the yakuza gang is still crazy although
she is a bit more used to it. Somewhat. When her mother died she was left in the care of her grandfather who
is the leader of the gang. She was put into the position somewhat like a princess and is even given a
bodyguard! But Rakuto is confusing and annoying. Nice and then irritating. Sachie doesn't know what to feel
about him.

In this volume there is an underwear thief in the area and a lot of confusion erupts when Sachie's underwear
is found by some of the men...or so they think. It turns out not to be hers and then some goes missing! This
crazy, embarrassing adventure is followed by a kidnapping test and a bratty kid staying with the gang who
drives Sachie crazy.

This is fun manga and definitely a unique story. I like Sachie and feel sorry for Rakuto. This is a mostly
clean manga there are minor cuss words and a brief bath scene. And this manga is quite fun and enjoyable. I
read through them very quickly :) There was only one time where I got confused by the panels and
everything was pretty easy to grasp :) I would recommend to manga fans and those who are looking for
something fun and exciting.

Kristelle says

This volume is so dull. The author started it with Underwear Thief, which I find very amusing and also very
unsupportive to the development of the story. The only part that I think is making the story moving is the last
chapters. Though the senseless chapters were pretty funny, I would still love to see a firm story plot.

*** 2.5 Stars! ***

Sarah (A Weebish Book Blog) says

4.5 stars - This review first appeared on A Weebish Book Blog

Kiyo Fujiwara brings readers her most ridiculous adventurous volume yet when an underwear thief steals
Sachie’s underwear and causes mayhem at the clan’s house. As the clan endeavors to discover who is



reckless enough to break into the home of a Yakuza boss, someone kidnaps Sachie! Who in the world is
targeting the Asagi clan?!

A lot goes on in volume three of the WILD ONES series. Sachie shows her clan just how tough she is as she
navigates one dangerous situation after another, and we also see a gentler side of our ferocious main
character as she becomes increasingly vulnerable. And we finally learn more about Sachie’s mom, Yukie,
when someone from the past appears to stir up even more trouble.

Yukie isn’t the only character whose background is revealed in volume 3. We are presented a glimpse into
Rakuto’s difficult childhood—and learn more about the “perfect” bodyguard’s fears, weaknesses, and what
made him who he is today. I’m so glad to finally learn more about the mysterious man! Though I’m
confident we have not learned all there is to know about the enigmatic man.

All-in-all, WILD ONES, VOL. 3 turned out to be one surprising (and somewhat ridiculous, as per usual)
ride! I am itching to read more from Kiyo Fujiwara—and to see what kooky situations she has planned for
Sachie next!

Emily says

This is my first review! YAY! Ok, if you don't want spoilers DO NOT KEEP READING :)

Ok, basically, the first chapter of this volume sucked. It was about an underwear thief for god's sake! It was
just a filler chapter and was totally confusing and unnecessary. Then, came the customary onsen chapter that
arrives in every manga series at least once. another filler :( The last chapter at least provided a new twist, so
that spiced up this volume a bit.

over-all this volume sorta kinda sucked....

Lauren says

Enjoyable manga.

Em Mirra says

Pending.

Jenny Clark says

The series is still pretty cute, but this one was a little jumbled. Very little happened plot wise and a few
characters who were introduced just disapeared for no reason. I still plan to continue, bht hope it gets better.



scarlettraces says

As I hoped, the series is getting stronger (and more overtly comic, yay). Particularly appreciate how Yah!
Sachie is becoming, for no apparent rhyme or reason apart from genes.

Emma says

Womp womp. This volume is mostly filler chapters. Weird, random panty thief misunderstanding chapter.
Weird, random vacation chapter - though I guess this one does introduce a new character. One decent chapter
at the end leaving the reader with a big cliffhanger.

Hannah says

Series Review: Wild Ones is a funny and romantic manga that I really enjoyed beginning to end. The plot
was great as well as the characters. I never got bored and the plot twists were often surprising. The ending
was perfect for the series and well timed. If you are looking for some action along with normal high school
drama this is the manga for you!


